Unit 2 Week 2

Story
The Boy Who Cried Wolf

Genre
Fable

Story
Wolf! Wolf!

Genre
Fable

Comprehension Strategy
make predictions

Comprehension Skill
plot: problem and solutions

Vocabulary Strategy
suffixes - ly, ful

Writing Traits
ideas

Grammar
singular and plural nouns

Structural Analysis
CVCe syllables

Mechanics
commas in a series

Vocabulary
believe- to think something is true
delicious- good to taste
feast- to eat very well
fond- enjoying a great deal
lessons- things to be taught or learned
remarkable- not ordinary; wonderful
snatch- to grab quickly
stories- tales of things that have happened

High Frequency Words
change, cheer, fall, five, look, open, should, their, won, yes

Oral Vocabulary Words
affection, crave, frustrated, nourishment, seek

BONUS
mule
fuse
plum
use
dug
cub
hum
huge
must
fun
rope
nose
look
yes
their

SPELLING/ PHONICS
Short u
long u